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prises an inner rim supported by a hub, and band-springs I smelting. In the central chamber a settling-pot provided 
interposed between the two rims. The spriugs are se- : with bullion and slag off-takes is located_ An apertnred 
cured to one another and to one rim, and have their end" . ore-supporting arch is mounted above the settling-pot; 
adjustably secured together and to the other rim. The I and into this arch the fire·boxes open, Apertured flues in 
inventor claiDw that a wheel thus constructed possesse" I opposing sides of the. central chamber lead through the 
all the buoyancy of a pneumatic-tired wheel, an,1 that it sides of the arch; and apertured fiues in the other two 
has the advantage of being much stronger and of being opposing sides of the chamber lead through the top of the inq week"s issue. 
more easily repaired. arch at the ends. The slag and bullion are automatically Practical men in all parts of the world are rapidly im-

distributed; and the vapors from the are will be condens- proving mining processes. and it is necessary for those Marine Iron Works. Chicago. Catalogue free. 
PROCESS OF TANNING.-GEORGE W. HOUSTON, ed in the off-take fiue, means being provided to receive who are engaged in any mining or metallurgical pnrsuit .. U. S." Metal Polish. Indianapolis. Samples free. Marietta, Fla. Instead of using red-oak bark or any of the metal thus condensed. to keep up with the times. It is for this reason that we 

Gasoline Brazing Forge, Turner Brass Works. Cbicago. the other tanning agents, the inventor of this new pro- welcome any book written by a practical mining engi-
cess employs an ooze made from a shrub commonly GASOLINE-LAMP. -JAMES A. YARTON, Omaha. neer, like the present volume. It is a reference book of Yankee Notions. Waterbury Button Co .• Waterb'y, Ct. 
iroown as .. horse-wickey" or .. stagger-bnsh." This Neb. Thi" lamp is designed to be used in order to heat actual gold milling practice as determined by an experi- Inventions developed amI perfected. Designing and 
ooze, it is stated, will not only tall leather more quickly a mantle to incandescence. The lamp comprises a cham- ence of twenty years and it is written in language which machine work. Garvin Machine Co., W Varick St .. N. Y. 
than other materials in common nse, but is also much ber having a gas-supply pipe entering one side, and an can be understood by all. Order White Metal & Brass Pattern Letters & Figures 
more plentiful and economic, and produces 1\ fine grade upwardly-curved defiecting plate in front of the opening of H. W. Knight & Son , Seneca Falls, N. Y. Drawer 1115. 
of leather at less expense. According to the strength of of the pipe. A gasoline-tube extends vertically through SMALL ACCUMt:LATORS. HO

.
w MA DE AND I The celebrated" HorllSby-Akroyd" Patent Safety Oil 

the ooze and the character of the hides, the tanned the chamber and has perforations in its sides within the USED. EdIted by PerCIval Marsh3;ll. Engine is built by the De La Vergne Refrigerating Ma-
leather can be given various shades. chamber. A ring suppol'ted at the upper end of the tube New York: Spon & ChamberlaIn., chine Company. Fact of East 138tb Street. New York. 

WIND IN G FRA'IE _ (' . J L I I d I 
serves the purpose of distributing the gasoline evenly. London: E. & F. N. Spon, l�imited.· The best book for electricians and beginners in elec· 

City. N, i ;his i�ve�tion 
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pro��!e:t:�n A Reries of wires are suspended from th.e ring a n d  within 1899. Fully illustrated. Pp. 80. tricity is .. Experimental Science." by Geo. M. Hookins. 

'Ik . d' f . h' h 'lI h Id b the tube, and conduct the heat down to msure the perfect Price 50 cents. By mail. $4. Munn & Co .. publisbers, 361 Broadway, N. Y. 
81 ·WID mg rames 111 \\' Ie ql1l 8 are P- y cones I fl" t' f th I' __ and in which the spindles are removably connected with va a I lza IOn 0 e gaso me. The author treats briefly of the theory of the accumu- .. � Send for new and complete catalogue of Scientific 

h . lator, and then desoribes how to make a four-volt pocket 

I 
and other Books f o r  sale by Munn & Co.,361 Broadway. the driving mec amsm. The improvements m question INTRENCHING-TOOL. -LUTHER H. WIGHTMAN, accumulator and a twelve-volt accumulator. and finally New York. �'ree on application. 

provide means whereby the quill and the filling disconnect Boston, Mass. Various tools have been designed for dig. 
automatICally the spindle from the rotating well to permit ging trenches. but they have been either too heavy to be deFcribes various types of stora!!e batteries and gives di- 4�-inch Equatorial Telescope�, with tripod stand, 

a convenient removal of the quill and spindle from the conveniently carried or too small to handle sufficiently rections for charging and nsing them. It appears to be a tinder, 3 eyepieces powers: 50 to 350. Powerful. compact. 

I very useful little book. handy. Price only $50. Tydeman & Son, Opticians, 
machine without danger of entangling the silk. 'I'he large quantities of earth. The tool provided by this in- Camden. N. J. 
improvementl' also permit the substitution of an empty vention, in order to overcome these objections, is pro· SANI'l'ARY ENGINEERING OF BUILDINGS. ._"'!!'!..."!!..."!!..."!!�."!."!."!.."!.."!.."!.."!..-!""'!"'!!'!"'!!'!"'!!'!"'!!'!"'!!'!"'!!'!"'!!'!"'!!'!"'!!'!"'!!'!"'!!'!"'!!'!"'!!'!� quill for the quill-spindle, and the automatic connection vided with a pointed and curved body having a tang at By William Paul Gerhard. Vol. I. 
of the spindle with the driving mechanism. one end. The edge of one of the sides of the body is With 103 illustrations and 6 plates. • 

PROCESS OF MANUFACTURING MINERAL 
sharpened. A hollow handle is riveted to the tang and New York: William T. Comstock. 

WOOL.-ALEXANDER D. ELBERS, Hoboken, N. J. It also has a portion riveted upon the body. This tool has 1899. Pp. 454. Price $5. tes 
is tbe purpose of the present process to provide a means a weight of about one and five-eighths pounds, and has a The author is II well known sanitary engineer, and we 
for makmg mineral wool which is more free from sulfur dirt-holding or lifting surface of about thirty-four square do not know of any one who is better qualified to deal 
and therefore of a better quality than can be produced inches. with the subject, which is of vital importance. Another 
by the methods at present in use. The process consists ARTIFICIAL TOOTH CROWN AND BACKING.- I volume is in active preparation. but each volume is com
in remelting hardened blast-furnace "lag in a cupola- CEPHA. WHITNEY, Kingston, Jamaica. 'I'he present in- I plete in itself. Nearly every phase of modern sanitary 
furnace in admixture with the sulfates of alkaline earths vention provides a backing and crown for artificialteeth so plum bing is treated. The book is printed in large type 
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or no attention will be paid thereto. This is for OUI 
information and not for publication. 

and blowing it into mineral wool. constructed that the facing or porcelain, if fractured, may and IS well ill ustrated. 
References to former articles or answers should 

give date of paper and page or number of question. 
I nq nh'le" not answered in reasonable time should 

be repeated: correspondents will bear in mind that 
some answers require not a little research, and� 
though We endeavor to reply to all either oy lettel 
or in this department. each must take his turn. 

BLACKING-BRUSH.-J08EPH R. DE WITT, San An- be readily removed and another substituted. A crown or 
STEVENS' MIWHANICAI. CATECHISM FOR 

tonio. Tex. Upon the back of a blacking-brush a wheel cap is �Is� provided w�i?h serves materially to hold t�e 
STATION A RY AND MARINE ENGI-

is mounted connected by arms with a dauber and porcelal? I� prope.r posltl?n and to prevent th� porcelam 
NEERS, ' FIRJ<�MEN, ELECTRICIANS, 

with a box of blacking, the wheet being operated by a I frolll cluppmg at 
.
'� cuttmg edge . . The backl�g enables 

B H G St M E E B II fer" wishing to purchase any article not advertised 
in our. columns will be furnIshed with addressl" of 
houses manufacturing or carrying the same. rod. In it. normal position the box is held in place by a a tooth to be app�Jed to crown .or bridge work ID the cus- �'�r�ago r La:ird & Le:.ve��9. i8�o: 

catch. When it is desired to replenish the dauber's sup- tomary manlier, If It be so demed. 
Pp. 33'5. Price $1 and $1.50. 

ply of blacking. the rod is pushed forward, thus cansing MICROMETER DEPTH-GAGE.-CLAHDE L. W A
the wheel to carry the box over the bristles of the dauber. TERS, Stamford, Conn. This micrometer gage is arranged 
When a sufficient amount of blacking has been gathered to permit direct reading of the depth of a hole without 
by the dauber. the rod is pulled back, thus causing the further mental calculation and without coverinl� up the 
box to be returned to its normal position. graduations. The gage has a base capable of bearing 

LINE-PEN. - LYMAN H. ZEIGLER, Millbank, S. D. 
firmly upon the object to be measured. On the base are 
fixed a threaded micrometer.spindle and a barrel in
closing the spindle. An indicator-sleeve screws on the 
spindle and slides between the barrel and the spindle. 

The pen provided by this inventor i. desi!(ned to facili
tate rapid adjustment, thus enabling lines of varying 
width to be conveniently and effectively drawn. The 
pen has two pivotally connected arm. pressed apart by a HA T-FASTENER.-SHELDON A. STIENBARGER. Au
spring. Two fingers are attached to the arms and coact gusta, Ill. In the hat-fastener there are combined a f1'ame 
with each other to form the pen, the spring serving to on which are collars lengthwise movable, combs pivotally 
keep the fingers together. A thin plate is held between attached to the colla"" a spring serving to draw the col
the fingers and has its free portion twisted to spread the lars toward each other, and tapes attached to the combs, 
ink. 

I 
serving to move the collars outwardly and to throw the 
combs downwardly. When the hat is placed upon the 

ORE_LEACHING APPARATUS.-ALBERT F. DUEY, head the combs enter the hair, and assume a horizontal 
Salida, Colo. The apparatus includes a leaching- tank, l position by the action of the spring, thus causing the hat 
in the bottom of which is a perforated pipe connected to be effectually secured. By drawing the tapes outwardly 
with a compressed air slIpply. The tank containing the the hat may be lifted from the head, the combs sliding 
leaching liquid is connected with the air-supply pipe, out without injuring the hair. 
whereby the air and liquid are injected together. The 
stirring of the are by the bubbles of air serves to increase ROPE-CLAMP. _. LEWIS W. SAMMIS, Greenpoint, 
the efficiency of the "olvent liquid, so that the mineral is Brooklyn, New York city. The rope· clamp comprises 
more quickly dissolved than would otherwise be possi- two parts-a body and a dog. The body has two separat
ble. The apparatus can be used in chlorination and in ed arms provided at their outer ends with pivot-lugs ex
the cyanid or other chemical processes of treating ores, tending toward each other. The dog fits between the 
performing its work, it is claimed, from one to thirty- arms of the body and has recesses receiving the pivot
six hours more quickly than has hitherto been the case. lUgs. One arm of the dog and the corresponding end of 

'the body are adapted to clamp a rope between them; 
ORGAN-ACTION. - JOSEPH SLAWIK, Bloomfield, while the other end of the dog acts as a lever to hold the 

N. J. The Invention provides an organ-action whereby parts together, the lugs being held in engagement with 
the playing �ither of the upper or lower key-board the dog. 
causes a sounding of its sounding devices, and by the 
use of the desired couplings the playing of one of the 
keyboards causes a sounding of both sets of sounding 
devices simultaneously to produce a grand-organ effect. 
A pneumatic coupler-action is provided comprising an 
exhaust-valve over an outlet in the paseage between the 
upper keyboard-"alve and its action. On the valve-st<lm 
are a serie. of diaphragms over which air-chambers are 
located. By means of coupler draw.stops the air is ex
hauste,l from the chawbers, By means of connections 
with the diaphragms from the valves of the lower key. 
board the exhaust-valve is actuated on playing Ihe keys 
of the lower keyboard. 

HEEL-RUBBER.-JOHN H. MORROW, Chicago, Ill. 
The heel-ru\>ber is designed t o  prevent the slipping of 
the foot on frozen or wet sidewalk", and is provided with 
a bottom which is made in the shape of the bottom for 
the heel of a shoe or boot. and which has a flange fitting 
the sides anti back of the heel. The heel-rubber is 
furthermore provided with a jointed front flange which 
can be secured on the front portion of the heel. 

WRENCH. - JAMES L. MARTIN, Marion Center, 
Penn. This nut-wrench has its jaws in the form of two 
spri ng-prongs adjusted toward and from each other by a 
screw. and adapted especially for application to a bit
brace. In wrenches of this class tbe spring-tongs fre
quenUy twist, and by being forced too closely together, 
are prematurely broken. In order to overcome this ob
jection, the inventor provides the jaws with lugs, to one 
of which the adjusting-screw is rigidly secured. By 
means of this construction the true movement of the 

CO!l!STRUCTION OF METAL-CONCRETE-ARCH 
BRIDGES.-HoWARD V. HINCKLEY, Topeka. Kaos. A 
novel con.truction in metal-concrete-arch bridges has 
been devi.ed by this inventor, whereby the difficulties 
hitherto encountered are overcome. With the series of 
parallel metal I-beams extending longitudinally through 
the arch are cunnected a series of bars or clamps having 
integral, hooked ends clasping the longitudinal fianges of 
the beams. These clamps are also embedded in the con
crete so that they tie the I-beams together against lateral 
movement. Concrete spandrel-walls are erected on 
the arch. Metal anchorage-frames held rigidly to the 
beaDlS extend up into the spandrel-walls and support 
them. In order to prevent the cracking of the spandrels 
an expansion-joint is employed. 

DISPLAY-STA!I!D.-CLARK R. REID, Piqua, Ohio. 
This invention seeks to provide a means for suppurting 
advertisements so that they can be moved al'Ound a cir
cle. In connection with the adverti6ementil, a COllcav� 
or convex mirror is employed which is rotated with the 
advertisements, so that the image of the face refiected 
will be distorted. The mirror serves the purpose of at
tracting attention to the advertisements. 

COMPUTING-SCALE.-WILLIAM R. DUNN, Alron, 
Ind. The scale has a platform actuRting beams.Hnd has, 
furthermore, two weight. working on the beams and re
ferring to weight and price, 00 that upon the proper 
adjustment of those weights according to the price and 
the desired amount of the article, the balancing of the 
scale will indicate that the proper amount of the COOl-

pron� toward and from each otber is assured. and their modity is on the scale. 
springing out of alinement prevented. 

SMOKER'S TRAY.-PERCY S. COOK. Manhattan, Designs. 

New York city. This invention provides a tray so con- BEARING-PLATE FOR VEHICLES.-GEORGE W. 
structed that ashes deposIted at the margin will be direct:. MCCONNELL, Canollton, Ohio. The plalAl has a n  opening 
ed to a well extending from end to end and from side to provided with a horizontal Illg at the top and a hori
side of the tray. The invention also provides a match- zan tal lug at the bottom. The opposite side of the plate 
receptacle adapted to receive loose matches or a pedestal has a vertical Ing at. each side of the opening in the 
capable of holding boxes of matches of different sizes in plate. 
an upright position. 

N OTE.-Copies of any of these patents will be furn-
SMEVrING-FURNACE.-CHARLES BISHOP, Knox- ished by Munn & Co. for ten cents each. Please state 

ville, Cal. This furnace provides for a concentration of the the name of the patentee, title of the invention, and date 
heat above the arch upon which the are is to be placed fOf of this paper. 

All of the subjects are treated in the most interesting 
and thorough manner and it is written in plain language. 
The popular question and answer sy.tem is used and 
there are over 240 sectional cuts and III ustrations. There 
is a great deal of literature already on the subjects treat
ed in this volume, but there is no question tt.at the pres
ent work will prove useful to practical engineers and 
machinists and those who aspire to master these trades. 
One thing which we like particularly is the clear way in 
which many of the diagrams are lettered. The book is 
handsomely printed and bound. 

THE ARIT HMKT IC OF CHEM ISTRY. A 
Simple Trl-atment of the Subject of 
Chemical Calculations. By John 
Waddell. New YOI'k: The Macmil
lan Company. Lonnon: Ma.cIIlilian 
& Company, Limited. 1899. Pp. 
133. Price 90 cents. 

Chemical arithmetic is now beiog taught in many col
leges with the aid of a special text book, and though tbere 
are already several chemical arithmetics on the market, 
the present volume will certainly prove valuable. Many 
of the questions have been actually used in examination 
papers at British and American universities. The sub
ject possessesno real difficulties when properly explained, 
and the volume before us will accomplish that work. 

SHOE AND LEATHER REPORTER AN
NUAL. New York: Shoe and Leather 
Reporter. 1899. Pp. 693. 8vo. 

Special \Vrltten Information on matters of 
personal rather than general interest cannot be 
expected without remuneration. 

SclentlHc American Supplement" referred 
to may be had at the office. Pnce 10 cents each. 

Books referred to promptly supplied on receipt of 
price. 

['I lneI'al" sent tor examination should be distinctly 
marked or labeled. 

(7658) F. L. asks: 1. Can a water power 
be utilized economically or not for producing heat capa
ble of steaming up a boiler, heating driers on a paper 
machine, or giving heat for any industrial parpo"e ? A. 
We know of no mode in which a water power can be 
used in ahY direct manner for producing heat. 2. I know 
of paper mills which have a surplus waterpower which 
could be utilized for producing heat for their driers, thus 
doing away with fuel. 1 know that a dynamo can pro
duce heat, but I am informed that the objections in using 
it for steaming a boiler are too many to be practical. 
1 am also informed that using a current in.ide the 
driers is not practical, as the dampnes" of the paper 
will neutralize the efficiency of the current. Is that cor' 
rect? A. We do not know of any insta!!ce in which elec
tricily has been used to heat the driers of a paper ma
chine; but we can see no reason why it cannot be used, 
except it. cost. If It can be produced at a low figure. it 
can be used for any heating purpose whatsoever. 3. A 
dynamo can be used for producing carbide, which can be 
transrormed into acetylene gas. with which a hailer can 
be made to steam. Is this practical where the water 
power is abundan t ?  Will the economy in fuel derived 
by using said carbide warrant the cost of the installation 

The Shoe and Leather Reporter Annual is of great of a carbide plant, even considerin� that the surplus car
value to the shoe trade, as it contains a list of all the 

I 
bide could be sold to the trade? Or will it pay better 

shoe manufacturers and dealers in the United States and to sell the whole production of carbide to the trade, and 
Canada, as well as leather dealers and manufacturers in buy coal for the boilersf You must not lose sight of the 
all countries. It is evidently a great task to compile a fact that I am talking of paper mills having a surplus 
book of this nature, and it is to be huped that the trade waterpower, and using at preRent coal for heating,worth 
will appreciate the efforts of the publishers. about 40 francs per ton, and using all the way from one 
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BOARD OF to five tons (Iaily. A. Water power is used for the 

REGENTS OF THE SMITHS O NIAN IN- production of most of tbe carbide which is marle. We 
STITU TION. Showing the Operation8, should think that it would he better to sell tile carbide 
Expenditures, and Condition of the and buy coal than to use acetylene gas as fuel for heating 
Institution to July, 1897. Washing- purposes. 4. Can heat be produced with compressed air, 
ton. 1898. Pp. 686. viz., by reheating the olltlet pipe of a reservOIr? A. 

Compressed air 18 not an economical source of heat. 5. The Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution is D o  you know any other way for producing heat by really much more than a report, for the report proper means of a water power? A. No. only occupies some 80 pages of the 686. The rest is taken 
uPlby what is called "General Appendix, " which furuishes (7659) H. S. asks: ,\Vhat size of wire, 
brief accounts of the scientific discoveries in particular B, & S., would be necessary for primaries fur ;;00 four

directions. including reports on the investigations made I watt Itl candle power lamps, 4 miles from center of dis
by collaborators of the Institution and memoirs of a , tribution,2,200 volts on line and 10 per cent loss ? A. 
general character or on special topics that are of interest: A single phase alternate current circuit would require 
and value to the numerous correspondents of the Institu- No.4 wire, B. & S. gage. A three phase circllit would 
tion. The articles are admirably selected and are splen- require No.7 wire, B. & S. gage. 
didlyillustrated, the whole really forming a remarkable (7660) M. F. K. writes: While reading 
collection of brief monographs. your" Notes and Queries" in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 
THE SPIRI'l' OF ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. 

I 
I noticed that you answer fully all questions on elec-

An Introduction to the Current Lit- tricity. Have you any one book from which you get this 
erature of the Subject. B y  Arthur Information, or any set of books? If so plea"e name them 
I,achman, B .S., Ph.D. With an In- I in your reply to this letter, and also prices of same. A. 
troduction by Paul C. Freer, �.D.'I There is no one book from which we obtain our answers 
Ph.D. New York: The MacmIllan to queries. If there were, we would not tell what it is. 
Company. 1899. 121llo. Pp. 229. Of course not. Our business would be gone. Nor is 
Price $1. 50. there any set of books. Practical questions can only be 

This book is Intended primarily as a supplement to' answered from practical experience, and knowledge and 
text books of organic chemistry. A beginner coming' books cannot give that. We have served a long appren· 
upon the 10,000 pages which mark the annual growth of ticeship to get it. 
the literature of organic chemistry cannot but be bpwil- ! (7661) R. W. S. says: Please give re
dered. and it is to answer the questions which naturallY' cipe for solution which, when applied to glass, dries giv
arise in the minds of the students that the present book' ing a ground glas" effect. Solution does not injure the 
has been compiled. The articles which make up this' glass. A. Try the following: 
volume will be regarded as an important contribution to Sandarac .... ... ... .......... . . .. . .. 90 grains. 
the history of science. It is to be regretted that organic Mastic ............... .. ........... 20 
chemistry i. regarded as a labyrinthian specialty, bllt Ether ................ .............. 2 ounces. 
Prof. Lachman's book will tend to clear lip many dim- Benzole ." .... ... ........... � to 1� 
culties and ie a contribution to the history of science as The proportion of the benzole added determines the 
well. nature of the matt obtained. 
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